
Objective: 
● Students will analyze the social purpose and significance of masks.
● Students will become aware of the purposes of medical masks, various materials used regarding 

form and function.
● The student will increase his/her visual literacy by analyzing current trends in the fashion industry.

Requirements: Various recycled/found materials, fabric, paper, cardboard, paint, brushes, markers, foil, 
pipe cleaners, puff balls, scissors, pencils, a camera for documenting work, various cutting tools, glue or 
tape. 

Bell Ringer/Let’s Get Started: Read the following Articles:
The History of Plague Dr. Costumes
Christian Siriano has become the face of a fashion industry
Charlie Hustle KC donating to essential workers
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New York Times Masks of the Runway, from left: Lauren Kalman mask, Fantich & 
Young Mask, Joshua Werber Mask, Marguerite Barroux Mask, David Henry Nobody 
Jr. Resemblage Mask . Photo by Blommers & Schumm. 2020

Check for Understanding:

Medical Masks are in short supply. Let’s do our 
part to help out in our own artistic way. Start 
thinking about what kind of mask you will make. 
What kind materials or techniques are you going 
to use? 
I want to know more about… 
Now I know…

Supporting Materials:  
Fashion Designer Christian Siriano
Charlie Hustle KC
Mask Has Become Fashion Statement

Lesson Activity: After reading the articles please answer the following questions.

1. Have you heard about other artists or designers making masks and medical 
equipment? 

2. What role do you think social media plays in fashion today?
3. What are some other ways fashion designers could expand their business 

from just designing clothing to helping the community?
4. Besides masks, what are some essential items that designers could make?
5. Do you think people would have more confidence if their mask was made by 

a famous designer or trending label like Charlie Hustle KC?

https://publicdomainreview.org/collection/plague-doctor-costumes?fbclid=IwAR0KS0ipS1mO7PpV7UY87pBvRIxZvJrNMiYBkBdP3J7iOe1-kAYid_8nNWA
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/christian-siriano-masks-project-runway/2020/04/09/c1f4331a-75d1-11ea-87da-77a8136c1a6d_story.html
https://fox4kc.com/news/charlie-hustle-brings-popular-kc-heart-design-to-face-masks-also-donating-to-essential-workers/
http://siennapatti.com
https://fantichandyoung.co.uk/
https://fantichandyoung.co.uk/
http://www.joshuawerber.com/editorial#/t-magazine-mask-making/
http://davidhenrybrownjr.com
http://davidhenrybrownjr.com
http://www.christiansiriano.com/
https://www.charliehustle.com/collections/communitees/products/3-pack-white-navy-kc-heart-comfort-face-masks
https://www.scmp.com/magazines/style/news-trends/article/3025902/how-did-face-mask-hong-kongs-anti-extradition-bill

